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Abstract 

Since its transition from a centrally planned economy to a market economy, Vietnam has 
been under pressure to reduce the size of the state-owned sector. In this process, the private 
sector has emerged. In 1990s, restructuring of state owned enterprises (SOEs) through 
mergers and consolidations, halved their number from 12,000 in 1991 to less than 6,000 in 
1994 (Webster and Amin, 1998). Privatization during the following more than ten years 
reduced the total SOEs to roughly 2,176 in 2007 (Central Institute for Economic 
Management (CIEM), 2007). However, the SOE reform did not mean to weaken their 
economic power. That the share of state sector in GDP was firmly increasing during this 
period reflects “Hanoi’s consensus” on the “dominating role of state sector” as a 
fundamental characteristic of the “socialism-oriented market economy”. Hence, there is no 
guarantee that the SOE reform has been well conducted and its assumed contribution to 
economic growth and poverty reduction is not well analyzed. 

The objective of this study is to examine how the privatization could contribute better to 
economic growth and hence further accelerate poverty reduction in Vietnam.  

We use a variant of the multi-sectoral integrated activity analysis model as proposed by 
Ngoc and Mohnen (2004), and apply it to the data of the Vietnamese economy during 2000- 
2005 to measure the impacts of ownership restructuring on economic growth. If labor and 
capital could reallocate across sectors and types of ownership, what would be the optimal 
allocation of activities and the feasible level of domestic final demand?  

To examine the impact of privatization on poverty reduction, the study analyzes various 
inequality measures (Gini coefficient and Theil index) and poverty measures (head count 
index, poverty gap index and squared poverty gap index) under alternative scenarios of 
privatization. For this purpose, the model keeps track on different scenarios of the mobility 
of labor endowments.  

Main contributions of this proposed study are fourfold. First, the study shows how poverty 
analysis would be linked with multi-sectoral integrated activity analysis. Second, we 
demonstrate that further privatization is the important driving forces of economic growth and 
poverty reduction in Vietnam. Third, we propose a specific pattern of SOE reform for 
Vietnam. Fourth, alternative experiments on the mobility of labor to measure impacts of 
privatization on poverty reduction allow the government to choose the relevant policies.  

 

Keywords: Vietnamese economy, transition economy, privatization, economic growth, 
poverty reduction, general equilibrium. 
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1. Introduction 

Since 1986 Vietnam has made the transition from a centrally planned to a market economy. 
One of the most striking features of Vietnam’s transition has been the steady growth of 
output (see figure (1)) and remarkable achievement of poverty reduction without widening 
inequality (Klump, 2007).  

FIGURE 1 Economic Growth in Vietnam, 1985-2009 

 

Source: Tran Van Tho et al. (2000) for data to 1990, post 1990 data from General Statistic Office 
(GSO) (2008, 2009) 

Vietnam’s performance is marked by SOE reform and the emergence of viable private sector 
facilitated by a new legal framework for private enterprise.  

When Vietnam was a centrally planned economy, government and SOEs (including co-
operatives) were the only two sectors. All economic activity was planned and controlled by 
government. The labor and capital markets were no exception. Based on the overall plan laid 
down by the government, the number of workers as well as the capital stocks for each 
organization was determined by their respective administrative units. A salary budget was 
allocated to each organization and workers were paid according to a predetermined scale. 

The inefficiency of the central planned system resulted in the collapse of many SOEs, 
forcing the government to embark on economic reform. Doi Moi (economic reform), 
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unveiled in 1986, represented a significant step towards a market economy. One important 
feature during the reform was the gradual demise of SOEs and the gradual expansion of 
private firms.  The number of SOEs dropped from some 12,000 to about 6,000 by April 1995 
(Webster and Amin, 1998).  The state enterprise reform first gave the enterprises more 
autonomy and flexibility in their decision making. The real privatization of SOEs started in 
1992. This was to be accomplished through sales of enterprise shares to employees on 
preferential terms, to domestic private and public investors, and to foreign investors on a 
limited basis. More than 10 years later, the total number of SOEs was roughly 2,176 in 2007 
(CIEM, 2007).  

The opening of Hanoi Securities Trading Center (HASTC) in 2005 and Ho-Chi-Minh City 
Stock Exchange (HOSE) in 2007 enabled SOEs to issue shares to the public. So far, there are 
249 share and fund certificate items listed on the HCM City Stock Exchange and Hanoi 
Securities Trading Centre (138 on HOSE and 111 on HASTC) (Vietnamese Economic Time, 
2007). In 2007, the stock market value was accounted for 40% of GDP, far exceeding the 25-
30% levels set by the Prime Minister. It is expected that the market capitalization value in 
2008 would account for 50-60% of GDP (Vietnam Economic Time, 2008). The Vietnamese 
government ensures to speed up the pace of privatization in order to meet the increasing 
demand of stock market. Currently, the number of listed companies just account for 2% of 
total joint stock companies now operational in Vietnam (Vietnam Economic Time, 2008). 

The SOE reform and the emergence of the private sectors significantly affected the quantity 

and quality of job creation in Vietnam (Klump, 2007). By the end of 1996, Vietnam had 

6,020 State enterprises employing some two million people. These comprised about 1,140 

enterprises belonging to state corporations, 500 centrally-controlled state enterprises, and 

4,380 locally-controlled state enterprises (Webster and Amin, 1998). Along with the falling 

number of SOEs, the level of employment in SOEs has decreased dramatically since the 

launch of Doi Moi (O’Conner, 1996). State sector employment in 1986 accounted for about 

15% of total employment. Between 1986 and the mid-1990s, total state sector employment 

dropped by over a quarter (Liu, 2004). During 1991 to 1999, employment share of SOEs 

dropped form 6.5% to 4.8% (Vo, 2000). By contrast, employment in the (formal) private 

sector more than doubled between 1996 and 2000 (World Bank, 2001) and the number of 

jobs created by the private sectors was three times higher than those created by SOEs (Liu, 

2004). 

However, the SOE reform did not mean to weaken their economic power. That the share of 

state sector in GDP was firmly increasing during the period of privatization (see Figure (2)) 

reflects “Hanoi’s consensus” on the “dominating role of state sector” as a fundamental 

characteristic of the “socialism-oriented market economy”. Figure (2) shows that since 1990, 
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the state sector’s share in GDP had kept increasing until 1995 and standing constant for a 

quite long period of time. This discloses a fact that SOE restructuring programs only aims at 

strengthening the state sector. Especially, the year 1996 observed a series of conservative 

policies (Womack, 1997). In June 1996, the Eighth Party Congress reemphasized the 

“leading role” of the state sector as a strategic task.1 The state investment hence accelerated 

with a pace more rapid than any other period (see Figure (3)).  

FIGURE 2 Structure of GDP at current price by ownership, 1990-2008 

 

Source: GSO (1996) for 1990-94 data, and GSO (2008) for post-1994 data. 

In summary, Vietnam has achieved an impressive record of GDP growth as well as industrial 
growth in the transition period. Accompanying this growth is some degree of ownership 
restructuring. This compositional change results from the decline of the number of SOEs, the 
emergence of the private sectors, and the movement of employment to private sectors 
resulted from absorbing retrenched SOE workers and private sector’s job creation. This has 
prompted questions about whether or not as the case of other countries, ownership 
restructuring fuelled by privatization is an important source of growth. Another view would 
be that privatization is an important and main driver of poverty reduction. This view receives 

                                                
1 In the draft of Political Report, it was suggested to increase the state sector’s share in GDP from current 40% 
to 60%, but then softened to a “leading role” (Womack 1997) 
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some support from Klump (2007). In his study on pro-poor growth in Vietnam, he argues 
that “new legal framework for private enterprise, facilitated the emergence of private sectors 
and the movement of employment from informal to formal sector industry and 
services…significantly affected the quality and quantity of job creation in Vietnam” and 
hence “income growth and poverty reduction occurred in both urban and rural area” (Klump, 
2007, p.120). 

FIGURE 3 Structure of Investment at current price by ownership, 1990-2008 

 
Source: Pham & Le (2003) for 1990-94 data, GSO (2008) for post-1994 data. 

The main objective of this proposed study is: to analyze the impacts of privatization on 
economic growth and to understand under what conditions, privatization would result in 
higher poverty reduction.2 In this paper we focus on the optimum distribution of economic 
activity across ownership structure. 

If labor and capital could relocate across sectors and types of ownership, what would be the 
optimal allocation of activities and the feasible level of domestic final demand? And hence, 
as privatization proceeds, what accounts for these differences in terms of job-creation 
households’ expenditure and inequality? The paper also concerns some key economic 
policies namely privatization policy, foreign investment policy and national strategy for 
technological improvement and poverty reduction.  
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2. Background 

Economists have recognized the impacts of ownership structural change caused by 
privatization on economic growth. The impact of privatization on firm-specific productivity 
growth was examined by Ehrlich, Gallais-Hamonno, Liu and Lutter (1994). They focus on 
the effect of state versus private ownership on the rates of firm economic performance. Their 
model and empirical results show the link between ownership and firm-specific rates of 
productivity growth. They argue that, the shift from complete state to full private ownership 
can increase the long-run annual rate of TFP growth. However, the result shows that in the 
short-run, this effect is expected to be ambiguous theoretically.  

Megginson and Netter (2001) investigate the process of privatization. After being privatized 
firms raise its productivity, increase its investment and lower its prices. Consequently, the 
performance is improved and due to state firm produces only a fraction of GDP, they argue 
that such improvements translate into a gain in aggregate growth. 

Another study is on impact privatization is on the increase of foreign-owned shares in 
domestic firms on economic performance of developing countries by Henry (2003). He 
argues that the developing countries would benefit from opening themselves to investment 
from overseas. As the shares hold by foreigner increases, the whole economy growth 
averaged 1.1 percent points higher after liberalization than before. 

Privatization, according to McMillan (2004), is generally beneficial economically, 
particularly for transition economies, but not a sole driven force of improving economic 
performance. McMillan argues that state-owned firm depends on its economic environment 
for improving its performance. He points out that the experience of “big bang” reform – such 
as privatization so fast – justifies the caution to “avoid hubris” because some mistakes 
created new problem of state capture and underdeveloped institutions. However, 
Havrylyshyn (2004) offers two caveats, which firmly support to the arguments that (i) the 
benefits of privatization without a proper accompanying climate of open competition and the 
rule of law maybe very small or even negligible; and (ii) privatization has resulted in a strong 
concentration of ownership, “it created unintended consequences of speeding up 
privatization by co-opting insider and then may have been the most important error of reform 
advocates and certainly one area where humility is called for” (Havrylyshyn, 2004, p. 40) . 

There is a paucity of studies on impact of SOEs reform and/or privatization on poverty 
reduction in Vietnam. Huong et al (2003) calculates the employment elasticity of growth and 
finds that during 1992-1997, the elasticity was highest in agriculture where productivity 
remained low. She argues that this is because agriculture absorbed jobless rural youth and 
workers retrenched by SOE reform, and hence agriculture growth made its effect on poverty 
reduction, mainly in the South of Vietnam.  
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In his study, Klump (2007) argues that privatization in Vietnam, and the emergence of 
private sector significantly affected the quality and quantity of job creation. Job creation 
along with income growth as a consequent of the reform process is combining factor inputs 
to shrink poverty. Although showing that there is a increasing trend of job creation in private 
non-farm sector, Klump do not certain about positive impact of privatization on poverty 
reduction without widening inequality.  

This proposed study aims at making a contribution on literature of privatization and fill in 
the gap by studying on the translating impacts of privatization under various scenarios of 
mobility of labor into poverty reduction and inequality. The study also contribute to the 
literature of general equilibrium by applying new technique, which was first developed by of 
ten Raa and Mohnen (2002), and its variant by Ngoc and Mohnen (2004). 

3. Methodology 

We use a variant of general equilibrium (GE) model which was first developed by ten Raa 
and Mohnen (2001) when they propose a new way to locate the comparative advantages of 
two economies linked by international trade. Ten Raa and Mohnen (2002) also applied this 
kind of general equilibrium model estimate total factor productivity growth and decomposed 
TFP in to technical change and term of trade effect (2002). Since then some researches have 
applied this kind of modeling in investigating competitive pressures on China in terms of 
income inequality and migration (ten Raa and Pan, 2005). And recently ten Raa and Sahoo 
(2007) use this general equilibrium model to examine competitive pressure on the Indian 
households. 

The model uses the input-output tables of the Vietnamese economy to measure the impacts 
of ownership restructuring on economic growth. The basic idea is that: if labor and capital 
could reallocate across sectors and types of ownership, what would be the optimal allocation 
of activities and the feasible level of domestic final demand? The basic idea of the efficient 
allocation of resources can be illustrated graphically in Figure 1 follows.  

According to ten Raa and Mohnen (2002) a basic model for an open economy with two 
commodities works as follows: 

 “ Net output is given by vector y . Trade moves it to the domestic final consumption 

vector, f . (Domestic final demand is consumption plus investment, but not net exports. Note 

that commodity 1 is exported and commodity 2 imported.) Trade is a means to align domestic 
final consumption with the preference. Assuming a Leontief welfare function, the optimum is 
attained by expanding vector f  in its own direction, up to fc , where c  is the expansion 

vector. In figure 1 this is achieved by three things. Production y  is pushed to the production 

possibility frontier (the curved line), reallocated in favor of output 2, yielding point y * , and 

the pattern of trade is changed (exporting commodity 2 and importing commodity 1). The 
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frontier of domestic final consumption, fc , is attained by the elimination of slack and the 

reallocation of resources across sectors. Expansion vector c  is a negative measure for 
efficiency. If  c = 1 , the economy is already at its optimum. If c = 1.1 , the economy’s 
potential is 10% more than actual performance.”  (ten Raa and Mohnen, 2002, pp. 114-115) 

 

FIGURE 4. Movement toward the production possibility frontier and gain optimal net output 

 

In this study we set up a GE model for both an open and a closed economy, with fixed 
domestic endowments, and tradeable and non-tradeable commodities (only with open 
economy mode). We assume the Leontief functions for the technologies and preferences. 
The efficient allocation of resources is obtained by pushing the economy to its frontier by 
maximizing the level of domestic final demand.  

In our model privatization is an optimal choice of ownership structure. We do not analyze 
the ex post privatization but the ex ante one. The reason for doing this comes from the fact 
that privatization during almost two decades in Vietnam still reflects “Hanoi’s consensus” on 
the “dominating role of state sector” as a fundamental characteristic of the “socialism-
oriented market economy”. Hence, there is no guarantee that the SOE reform has been well 
conducted and its assumed contribution to economic growth and poverty reduction is not 
well analyzed. 

By investigating the optimal choice of privatization and its impacts on poverty reduction we 

assume that future privatization is happened under the condition that trade is taken as 

exogenously fixed at actual observed levels for all commodities. Reasons for doing this are 

as follows:  

(i) Some role could always be given to international trade as a means to improve 

equality and reduce poverty; hence in an open economy mode equality and 
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poverty are under an dual-impact of privatization and international trade. Close 

economy mode, by its nature, helps us to isolate international trade and therefore 

impact of privatization on equality and poverty could be measured in a more 

accuracy way. 

(ii) If we allow for free trade and perfectly elastic foreign demand, the economy 

would specialize in one or two commodities and import all other tradable 

commodities. Since we cannot defend the assumption that Vietnam can export as 

much as she can in some particular products and as we don’t know what the 

world demand actually looks like, we prefer pursuing the analysis in the context 

of a closed economy. 

Mode I. In Mode I we do not differentiate between types of ownership. This means that the 

dimension of activity level vector   s1  is [# of sectors].  

The standard model works as follows. The primal program is: 

(1) 
  
max

s1
,c1

e! fc1 subject to 

 

  

V !
"U( )s1

# fc1
+ g

Ls1
$ N

Ks1
$ M

s1
# 0

     

where the endogenous variables (  s1 ,  c1 and
 g

) and all other variables and parameters are 

defined as follows [with dimensions in brackets]: 

  s
1  activity vector [# of sectors] 

  c
1  level of domestic final demand [scalar] 

 g
 vector of net export [# of tradable commodities] 

 e  unit vector of all components one 

!  transposition symbol 

 f  domestic final demand [# of commodities] 

 X  vector of gross output 

 V  make table [# of sectors by # of commodities] 

 U  use table [# of commodities by # of sectors] 
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 K  capital stock row vector [# of sectors] 

 L  labor employment row vector [# of sector] 

 M  capital endowment  [scalar] 

 N  labor force [scalar] 

Associated to this primal program is the following dual program: 

(2) 
  
min

p,r ,w!0
rM + wN subject to 

 
 

p V !
"U( ) # rK + wL

pf = e! f
 

The variables in the dual program are the shadow prices 
 p

 of commodities,  r of capital,  w  

of labor, and !  of foreign debt (the exchange rate). Since the commodity constraint in the 
primal program has a zero bound, 

 p
does not show up in the objective function of the dual 

program. 
 p

is normalized by the second dual constraint, essentially about unity. 

Mode II. In Mode II, we apply the 5-type-of-ownership split to all # of sector of the input-

output tables. Now each production sector will be split into five sub-sectors corresponding to 

five types of ownership. Therefore, the dimension of activity level increases to [# of sectors 

times # of ownership types]. In this mode, capital stocks are sectoral specific. The primal 

program is the variant of the equation (1) as follows: 

(3) 
  
max

s2
,c2

e! fc2 subject to 

  

  

V
split

!
"U

split( )s2
# fc2

+ g =: F

L
1

~ L
2

~ L
3

~ L
4

~ L
5

( )s2
$ N

K
1

~ K
2

~ K
3

~ K
4

~ K
5

( )s2
$ M

s2
# 0

 

where 

  s
2  activity vector [# of sectors times # of ownership types ] 

  c
2  level of domestic final demand [scalar] 

 
V

split

!  matrix resulted from splitting columns of  V !  by type of ownership 

 
U

split
 matrix resulted from splitting columns of  U  by type of ownership 

 F  final demand [# of commodities] 
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L

i
 (i = 1, 2,…,5) labor employment vector in ownership category i [# of sector] 

 
K

i
 (i = 1, 2,…,5) capital stock vector  in ownership category i [# of sector] 

 M  Capital endowment [scalar]. 

 N  labor force [scalar]. 

~ horizontal concatenation operator. 

Labor and capital are decomposed in 5 types of ownership, namely central-state-owned, 

local-state-owned, 100% domestically private-owned, 100% foreign-owned and foreign 

joint-venture. This helps us to set up the model to deal with various scenarios of 

privatization, where labor freely moves across sectors and types of ownership.  

We run each mode for two scenarios: 

Scenario 1: We assume full mobility of labor and capital across sectors and types of 
ownership. 

Scenario 2:  There is evidence that poverty measures are sensitive to factor endowment; as 
poor people seem to be less educated, qualified and equipped than rich people. 
Taking this point into account, in this scenario, we consider different categories 
of labor in this mode. For each type of ownership, labor is classified into three 
groups of skill level namely: technicians, skilled and unskilled workers. 

However as U and V’ exist only with respect to the number of industries and 
types of ownership, hence U and V’ matrices have to be unsplit. Therefore in 
this scenario instead of extend the number of activities even further towards 
different levels of skill, we increase the number of labor constraints on labor by 
level of education/skill, allowing more educated workers to work in less 
education-requiring jobs.  

Hence, we assume asymmetric movements of labor and full mobility only for 
capital across sectors and types of ownership. This approach follows ten Raa 
and Pan (2005), but in our model factor inputs (labor and capital) are 
decomposed into various types of ownership instead of into number of 
provinces.  

Asymmetric movements of labor are defined as follows. We assume the rule of 
labor movement: (i) technicians can do their own job and also capable of doing 
skilled and unskilled works; (ii) skilled workers can do their own job as well as 
unskilled works; and (iii) unskilled workers can only perform their own jobs. 
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According to ten Raa and Pan (2005), the labor constraints for each type of 
ownership i = 1,..,5  could be written as follows: 

(4)    

l
1

i
s
i
!

i

" N
1

i

i

"

l
1

i
+ l

2

i( )
i

" s
i
! N

1

i
+ N

2

i( )
i

"

l
1

i
+ l

2

i
+ l

3

i( )
i

" s
i
! N

1

i
+ N

2

i
+ N

3

i( )
i

"

 

where: 

l
1

i  row vector of technicians’ employment in ownership type i  [# of sector] with respect 

to the labor forces N
1

i  

l
2

i  row vector of skilled workers’ employment in ownership type i  [# of sector] with 

respect to the labor forces N
2

i  

l
3

i  row vector of  unskilled workers’ employment coefficients in ownership type i  [# of 

sector] with respect to the labor forces N
3

i  

s
i  activity vector of ownership type i  [# of sector] with respect to the labor forces N

4

i  

Remark.  

1. In equation (4) the first in equality constrains the demand for technicians. The second 
constrains demand for skilled workers as well as the redundant technicians. And the third 
constrains demand for not only unskilled workers but also technicians and skilled one for 
who are not employed at the two top levels. In the optimum allocation, the three constraints 
pick up the shadow prices. The shadow prices of unskilled workers (the Lagrange multiplier 
associated with the third constraint) could be used as a based wage. The shadow price of the 
first and the second constraints are technician’s premium and skill premium. As the technical 
could do any of jobs, hence the wage of a technician will be the sum of based wage and the 
other two premium. In case the first constraint is not binding, the technician’s  premium is 
zero but the wage of a technician still be the base wage plus the skill premium. This shows 
that wages will increase by skill.  

2. Even, in our model we consider net export is an exogenous variable, in mode II, scenario 
2, we isolate non-tradable goods (those with zero net export) and force their activity levels 

(
 
s

non! tradable
) to be equal to activity level of domestic final demand ( c ).  

3. V table and U table disaggregated by type of ownership. The new use matrix has the 
dimension of [# of sectors, # of sectors times # of ownership types].  
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4. M was computed by multiply the total observed capital stock by capital utilization rate. N 
was computed by divide the total labor employment by labor utilization rate. 

5. Ideally, it is worth to test the model at which capital stocks are sectoral specific as in 
short-run, capital stocks are sectoral specific and quite immobile (such as machine buildings 
or lands are not to be assigned easily from one to other industries). Therefore an additional 
Scenario 3, where we assume non-mobility of capital across sector could be considered. In 
this scenario, constraints for capital stock are as follows: 

(5)   
  

eye(n)* ~ K{ }s ! M  

where: 

  eye(n)  identity matrix [# of sector by # of sector] 

*~ element-by-element matrix operators (horizontal direct product 
  z = x* ~ y : the input 

matrices must have the same number of row. The result will have cols(x)*cols(y) 
columns) 

In Mode I, the primal program (1) in which capital stocks are sectoral specific could be 
rewritten as follows: 

(6) 
  
max

s2
,c2

e! fc2 subject to 

   

  

V !
"U( )s2

# fc2
+ g

Ls2
$ N

eye(n)* ~ K{ }s2
$ M

s2
# 0

 

In Mode II, the primal program (3) would be: 

(7) 
  
max

s2
,c2

e! fc2 subject to 

  

  

V
split

!
"U

split( )s2
# fc2

+ g =: F

L
1

~ L
2

~ L
3

~ L
4

~ L
5( )s2

$ N

eye(n)* ~ K{ }s2
$ M

s2
# 0

 

However, by assume the non-mobility of capital across sectors, the constraints are increased 
by a number of sectors (n). Thus when the number of variables stays, an increase in number 
of constraints could then leads to an increase in possibility of co-linearity (matrix singular) 
and/or (under the high rigidity of mobility) an increase in possibility of trivial solution. 

6. As Vietnam being an open economy, we could also consider An Open Economy Mode 
where we consider net export is an endogenous variable. However as stated, open economy 
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model could leads Vietnam to close in most of its sectors and only few sectors with high 
level of trade volume (net export) will exists. In order to avoid the unexpected solution of 
total dependence on foreign supply, in this mode, we isolate non-tradable goods (those with 

zero net export) and force their activity levels (
 
s

non! tradable
) to be equal to activity level of 

domestic final demand ( c ). We could also test the open economy model under the scenario 3 
(capital stock are sectoral specific) as a mean that would have avoided full specialization in a 
restricted number of sectors.  

In Open Economy Mode I, the primal program (1) for the open economy, scenario 1 is as 
follows: 

(8)     
  
max

s1
,c1

,g1
e! fc1  subject to 

    

  

V !
"U( )s1

# fc1
+ Jg =: F

Ls1
$ N

Ks1
$ M

"eT g $ "eT gt
=: D

s3
# 0

 

and the dual program is: 

(9) min
p,r ,w,! "0

rM + wN + !D subject to 

    

 

p V !
"U( ) # rK + wL

pf = e! f

pJ = $

 

In Open Economy Mode II, the primal program (3) for the open economy, scenario 3 (capital 
stock are sectoral specific) is as follows: 

(10)     
  
max

s2
,c2

,g2
e! fc2 subject to 

  

  

V
split

!
"U

split( )s2
# fc2

+ Jg =: F

L
1

~ L
2

~ L
3

~ L
4

~ L
5( )s2

$ N

eye(n)* ~ K{ }s2
$ M

"eT g $ "eT gt
=: D

s2
# 0

 

g  vector of net export [# of tradable commodities] 

g
t  vector of net exports observed at time t [# of tradable] 

J  0-1 matrix placing tradeables [# of commodities by # of tradeables] 

D  observed trade deficit [scalar] 
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and the dual program is: 

(11) min
p,r ,w,! "0

rM + wN + !D subject to 

   

 

p V
split

!
"U

split( ) # rK + wL

pf = e! f

pJ = $

 

4. Data  

The study requires data complied from several sources.  

We use the national input-output tables of 2007 published by General Statistic Office of 

Vietnam (GSO of Vietnam). The latest national benchmark I-O table, which is compiled 

based on direct full survey. Its sector dimension comprises 138 production sectors.2 However 

for compatibility with other dataset we have to reclassify the sectors of the available national 

benchmark I-O tables into a 69-sector and 5-sector classification. 

We use the I-O table, in which V table and U table disaggregated by type of ownership. The 
new use matrix has the dimension of [# of sectors, # of sectors times # of ownership types]. 
The tables contain some missing cells which according to the IO database there are a number 
of ownership sub-sectors which are not active in 2007. We are obliged to make the 
assumption that the inactive sub-sectors will not be activated at the optimal solution in which 
the economy would operate at the production possibility frontier.  

The data on sectoral gross output, labor and capital stock by type of ownership are available 
from The Annual Enterprise Census (available from 1999) published by the General Statistic 
Office of Vietnam. The data on labor unemployment rate and capacity utilization rate are 
from the Statistical Year Books published by the General Statistic Office (GSO) of Vietnam.  

In order to predict the real capital expenditure of households. the Vietnam Household Living 
Standards Survey (VHLSS08) will be explored. The living standards survey is conducted 
every two years by GSO of Vietnam (available from 1993).  

The VHLSS data set also allows us to break-down labor endowment into different levels of 
skill (technicians, skilled and unskilled workers).  

                                                
2 Compilation of SNA-based national I-O tables started in the early 1990s with the compilation of the 1989-
benchmark I-O table. The second and third national I-O table relates to 1996 with 97 production sectors and 
2000 with 112 sectors. Between 1989 and 1996, and 2000 and 2007 annual I-O updating had been also 
undertaken to provide users with more current I-O data. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Impact on economic growth 

Table 1. The optimal activity levels of domestic final demand 

Scenario 1  1.0149 
Mode I 

Scenario 2  1.0099 

Scenario 1  1.2082 
Mode 2 

Scenario 2  1.1749 

Table (1) contains the activity levels of domestic final demand under Mode I and Mode II. It 
can be seen from table (1), there is a huge gap of optimal levels of welfare under Mode I, 
where we don’t consider the sectoral ownership structure (without privatization) and under 
Mode II, where there are 5 types of ownership across sectors (with privatization). Attainable 
levels of domestic final demand for two scenarios are 20.82% and 17.49% under Mode II, 
whereas welfare can be improved only for 1 percent under Model I in both scenarios. This 
different of the achievements can be understood that the more flexibility there is in 
reallocation of labor and capital, the better of the performance of the economy in its 
production possibility frontier. This means that ownership restructuring (with privatization) 
does contribute to welfare improvement. 

The full activity level of 69 industries is indicated in the appendix table (1), in which all 
sectors are active. In Mode II, activity levels were aggregated across types of ownership for 
the sake of comparison with Mode I. For the breakdown of activity level by types of 
ownership, see appendix tables (2) and (3). The most active sector in all four scenarios is 
petroleum, natural gas. As Vietnam still relies on almost 100% imported petroleum and 
natural gas, once net trade is taken as exogenous, even a sizeable increase in the activity of 
the oil sector represents only small additional demand for labor and capital. Again we see the 
impact of ownership restructuring in general and privatization in particular on economic 
performance. The higher the level of flexibility in reallocation across types of ownership the 
higher of the attainable economic performance at the optimum.  

Table (2) shows the value added produced by SOEs (central and local one), private firms and 
foreign invested firms (100% foreign owned and joint venture) under Mode II, both scenario 
1 and 2. And table (3) shows correspondence contribution to total GDP by 5 types 
ownership. At the optimal allocation, state center owned firms produce less value added than 
at the observed level, and its contribution to total GDP drop from 18% at observed level to 
only around 10% at the optimum. Whereas the role of state-local owned firms become more 
important as their value added at optimum increases remarkably. Private firms seem less 
important at the optimum of Vietnam economy as their value added is expected to fall 
sharply after optimal allocation of resources. Play a main role of contribution to GDP (at 
44%), private firms’ contribution to total GDP, due to its less efficiency in production, 
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become lowest at optimum allocation of resources. Surprisingly, 100% foreign invested 
firms produce much less value added than before and hence lowers its role to the lowest 
group (as same as private firms). Vietnam economy, at the optimal allocation of resources, 
relies on join venture firms by almost more than 50% of GDP generated - the role, which 
plays by private firms at the observed level. 

Table 2. Value added at observed an optimal level (unit: VND million)  

Mode II, Scenario 1 Mode II, Scenario 2 Type of 

ownership Observed Level Optimal Level Observed Level Optimal Level 

1  194,263,752   136,643,597   194,263,752   147,775,928  

2  101,755,635   173,310,102   101,755,635   194,073,719  

3  485,272,480   126,989,952   485,272,480   205,234,655  

4  159,182,253   140,479,386   159,182,253   95,307,576  

5  153,768,039   805,287,161   153,768,039   693,628,202  

Total 1,094,242,158  1,382,710,198  1,094,242,158  1,336,020,079  

Table 3. Share of value added at observed an optimal level (unit: %)  

Mode II, Scenario 1 Mode II, Scenario 2 Type of 

ownership Observed Level Optimal Level Observed Level Optimal Level 

1 18% 10% 18% 11% 

2 9% 13% 9% 15% 

3 44% 9% 44% 15% 

4 15% 10% 15% 7% 

5 14% 58% 14% 52% 

Total  100%   100%   100%   100%  

1: state-central-owned  2: state-local-owned  3: 100% private-owned  

4: 100% foreign-owned 5: joint-venture 

Table (4) of the appendix shows the factor shadow prices. Only under Mode I – scenario 1, 
labor is in excess supply. As the labor constrains is binding or the Lagrange multiplier is 
zero, we see the zero shadow prices of labor whereas capital stock is in short supply and 
earns 8.14% rate of return. The case is reverted in scenarios 2, where additional constrains on 
mobility of labor are added.  

What is interesting here is that under Mode II, both labor and capital is in short supply. In 
Mode II – scenario 1, labor was worth at the margin 522.569 million of VND (Vietnam 
Dong) per 1000 workers (for all types of labor). Rate of return on capital stock is 11.33% 
which is much higher than in mode 1. In scenario 2, when we increase the number of labor 
constraints on labor by level of skill, allowing more educated workers to work in less 
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education-requiring jobs, three types of labor worth at the margins increase by skill. Labor 
wage rates are much higher than in scenario 1. Technician’s premium is 3782.5 VND million 
per 1000 workers while the base wage is 3781.5 VND million per 1000 workers. 

Remark: 

1. The capital specific scenarios were tested both in Mode I and Mode II. However, as stated 
clearly in remark (5) (page 14) by assume the non-mobility of capital across sectors, the 
constraints are increased by a number of sectors (n) thus leads to an increase in possibility of 
co-linearity (matrix singular) and/or (under the high rigidity of mobility) an increase in 
possibility of trivial solution. We have only found the solution for Mode I, when labor is full 
mobility (see appendix table (13)). However, despite our efforts in Mode II, all trials were 
resulted in matrix singular (linear program could not go to phase II) and hence we do not 
have any solution for Mode II. That is why we decided to skip this scenario. 

2. Open economy modeling was tested with Open Economy Mode I - scenario 1 and 3; and 
Open Economy Mode II - scenario 1 and 3. The model is stated in remark (6), page 15. 
However scenarios 3 did not work. The results for Mode I and Mode II - scenario 1 are 
presented in appendix table (13) and (14). As shown in Appendix table (13) and (14), if we 
allow for free trade and perfectly elastic foreign demand, the economy would specialized in a 
few commodities and import all other tradable commodities. Since we cannot defend the 
assumption that Vietnam can export as much as she can in some particular products (such as 
sector 9 – crude oil) and as we don’t know what the world demand actually looks like, we 
prefer pursuing the analysis in the contact of a closed economy. 

5.2. Impact on poverty reduction 

The Vietnam Development Report 2000 shows that “sustained poverty reduction over the 
coming years must focus on three critical areas: creating opportunity, ensuring equity and 
reducing vulnerability” (World Bank, 1999, p.39). In this proposed study, poverty analysis 
will be focus on the two critical areas: creating opportunity and ensuring equity. To measure 
the contribution of privatization to poverty reduction, the model keeps track on different 
scenarios of the mobility of labor.  

FIGURE 6. Framework for attacking poverty (Source: World Bank, 1999) 
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5.2.1. Creating Opportunity 

Creating Opportunity has number of dimension. In this paper, we focus our analysis in net 
job-creation (defined as the different between optimal and observed levels of labor 
employment).  

Table 4. Total of physical job created (unit: thousand of jobs)  

Scenario 1   1,987.779  
Mode I 

Scenario 2   1,323.227  

Scenario 1   27,852.536  
Mode 2 

Scenario 2   23,339.832  

Table (4) shows the total job created under Mode 1 where we don’t consider privatization 
and under Mode 2 where privatization is taken. It is clearly that privatization leads to much 
more job creations in both scenario (27.85 and 23.34 million of job created under the impact 
of privatization vs. 1.98 and 1.32 million when there is no privatization).  

Table 5. Total of physical job created by skills (unit: thousand of jobs)  

    Level of skilled labor 

    Unskilled labor  Skilled labor  Technicians 

Scenario 1   916    705    367  
Mode I 

Scenario 2   610    469    245  

Scenario 1   12,832    9,872    5,149  
Mode 2 

Scenario 2   10,747    8,276    4,317  

The multi-sectoral integrated activity analysis results in optimal level of labor employment 
by skill and by types of ownerships. Hence we could calculate net job-creation by skill and 
ownership. Table (5) shows that in general Vietnam economy needs more unskilled labor 
than skilled labor and technicians. In any scenario, total job created for unskilled worker is 
30% more than those for skilled worker. The total jobs created for technicians by economy at 
the optimum allocation is only a half of opportunities created for skilled worker. In line with 
the conclusion generated by table (4), impact of ownership restructuring and privatization on 
job creation (Mode II) is much higher than when we don’t consider the sectoral ownership 
structure (Mode I). 

Table (6) shows total of physical job created by type of ownership under mode II in two 
scenarios. As we could see from table (6), Vietnam economy, at optimum allocation, is less 
dependent on FDI than it is at the observed level. Much labor move from private and 100% 
foreign owned firm into state sector and joint venture firms with foreigners. The details job 
created by type of ownership for 69 industries are presented in appendix table (6) (Mode II 
scenario 1) and appendix table (7) (Mode II scenario 2). The parentheses in appendix table 
(6) and (7) represent negative sign. 
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Table 6. Total of physical job created by type of ownership (unit: thousand of jobs)  

    Type of ownership 

    1  2  3  4  5 

Scenario 1  1574  21414  ‐27376  ‐7598  14443 

Mode 2  Scenario 2  3238  3807  ‐20482  ‐7760  12876 

Type of ownership: 1: state-central-owned    2: state-local-owned   
3: 100% private-owned  4: 100% foreign-owned.   5: joint-venture  

Table (8) and (9) of the appendix show the level of job creation by 69 industries under model 
I, scenario 1 and 2. And table (10) and (11) of the appendix show the level of job creation by 
69 industries under model II, scenario 1 and 2. What is interesting here is a big different in 
the attainable level of job creation which has been reached under Mode I and Mode 2. This 
big different is caused by a huge gap of attainable level of welfare as well as sectoral 
activities which has been reached under Mode I and II.  Again, not only contribution to the 
better performance of the economy in terms of welfare improvement (as discussed in section 
5.1), privatization under more flexibility of factor movement helps to accelerate the level of 
job creation across sectors. This means that ownership restructuring does contribute to a 
higher job creation.  

Table (10) and (11) of the appendix show that for unskilled workers, there are more job 
opportunities in agricultural, fishery, forestry and mining & quarrying. Low-tech and 
medium-tech manufacturing sectors need more skilled workers to achieve the attainable level 
of activity. Whereas in high-tech manufacturing sectors (electronic, radio, TV, petroleum 
and gas) and service sectors (banking, insurance, business and consultancy services) need 
more technicians.  

5.2.2. Prediction of the real capital expenditure of households 

In order to measure inequality indices and poverty indices, we shall predict the real capital 
expenditure of households based on the results of general equilibrium activity analysis.  

The multi-sectoral integrated activity analysis results in optimal level of household 
consumption by 69 food and non-food commodities. Appendix table (12) shows net changes 
in household expenditure by 69 commodities which resulted from Mode I and II (scenario 1 
and 2). The parentheses in appendix table (12) represent negative sign. 

Expenditure parameter could be extracted from appendix table (12). Using that parameters as 
exogenous parameter for the following equation (12), we could predict the real per capita 
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expenditure of household i at an optimum allocation of input across sector. Data on real 
expenditure of household is Household Living Standards Survey 2008 (VHLSS08) 3.  

Assume that real per capita expenditure of household i, who consumes commodity produced 
by industry j, will changes by the same level with respect to change in household expenditure 
of commodity j from the Appendix table (12), the simple form of household expenditure 
estimation is as follows: 

(12) 
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where : 
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i, j
 real capital expenditure of households i consumes commodity j produced by 

industry j  at the optimum allocation of productive factors. 
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i, j

0  real capital expenditure of households i consumes commodity produced by 

industry j at the observed level from Household Living Standards Survey 2008 
(VHLSS08). 

 
!

j
 expenditure parameter (optimal level of vs. observed level of household 

expenditure on commodity j). This parameter can be extracted from appendix 
table (12). 

Unfortunately, until this revision of interim report is submitted, VHLSS08 is still not 
accessible. It is expected that we could access the data in July, 2010. We could then 
predict the real capital expenditure of households. 

5.2.3. Inequality measures 

There are two measure of inequality in this proposed study: the Gini coefficient and the Theil 
L index. 

The Gini coefficient, by definition, is a ratio of the area under the Lorenz curve divided by 
the area under the diagonal line of equality. Data on incomes and/or per capital expenditure 
allows us to built the Lorenz curve and calculate the Gini coefficient. 

In the proposed study, Gini coefficient could be calculated by using the equation as follows: 
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3 This is a well known quality data at which data on expenditure per capita are collected using very detailed 
questionnaires in Vietnam. 
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and the Theil L index is calculated as follows: 

(14) 
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where: 

 N  number of household [scalar] 

 
y

i
 per capita expenditure (observed and predicted) 

(this section will be conducted as soon as we have access to VHLSS 08) 

5.2.4. Poverty measures  

In this study, we adopt a method used by the World Bank (1999) for poverty measures. 
According to World Bank (1999), poverty has three main dimensions: the incidence of 
poverty (which measured by headcount index); the depth of poverty (which measured by the 
poverty gap); and the severity of poverty (which measured by the squared poverty gap). 
According to Foster et al (1984), these three poverty measures can be calculated as follows: 
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where: 

 N  number of household [scalar] 

 M  number of the poor household [scalar] 

 z  poverty line (we can use poverty lines which were calculated by the World Bank)  
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 per capital expenditure of household i [scalar] 
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is squared poverty gap index. 

(this section will be conducted as soon as we have access to VHLSS 08) 
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6. Conclusions 

Throughout more than 20 year of “Doi Moi” (Renovation), Vietnam economy has still under 
pressure to reduce the size of the state-owned sectors. Privatization, during last 20 years of 
renovation has reduced not only total SOEs but also the labor endowment of SOEs. 
However, privatization seems not to weaken SOE economic power as the share of state 
sector in GDP is quite stable and the share of state sector in total investment is still high. 

This paper examines how the privatization under ownership restructuring could contribute to 
economic growth and hence accelerate poverty reduction in Vietnam. The analysis shows 
that privatization does contribute to welfare improvement. As privatization is examined at 
the optimal allocation of resources, roles of different types of ownerships could be drawn 
from. First, the analysis shows that privatization, as it was happened so far, does not mean to 
weaken the economic power of state sector. At the optimum, the role of state-center firms 
weakens but state local enterprises becomes much more important with its attainable 
contribution to GDP achieves at 15% (Mode II, scenario 2). Role of private sector and 100% 
foreign invested firms become weaker at the optimum as their attainable contribution to GDP 
declines sharply. Main driving force of welfare improvement is join-venture firms as its 
attainable share in GDP is more than 50%. This conclusion is a source of policy implication 
for development strategy: 

 The presence of state-owned firms should be continued and particularly enhance the 
role of local-state owned one. 

 100% foreign invested firms might not be encouraged. Recent study by Bui Trinh 
(2010) shows that foreign invested firms contribute to trade deficit of Vietnam as 
their intermediate demands for production are mainly imported goods when most of 
them have reported loss to the tax department. According to Bui Trinh (2010), Duc 
(2010), and Nghia (2010), reason of loss-report from foreign invested firms is that 
they have manipulated “transfer pricing skill” which hard to be controlled by the tax 
department.  

The analysis also shows that privatization does contribute to job creation. Further analysis on 
different types of skills shows that at the optimum, demands for unskilled labor – skilled 
labor and – technicians is 11 – 8 – 4 (or 5.5 – 2 – 1). This prompts the policy implication for 
technical and vocational training strategy. According to MOLISA (2005), the training recipe 
between technical vocational training– technical high school – college, university level in 
Vietnam was 2.8 – 0.9 – 1. This shows that in order to have good labor force availability for 
economic development, Vietnam needs to change her current status of vocational raining to 
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match the demands of the national economy, at which the optimum recipe of 5.5 – 2 – 1 is a 
reference.4 

The analysis also shows that at the optimum, more value added associated with more job 
creation in medium and hi-technology sectors as well as services sectors. Hence policy 
implication resulted form this analysis is the sectoral development strategy for Vietnam 
economy. The future of economic structure in Vietnam should target on upgrading and 
shifting from their current “low” comparative advantages in low-tech, labor-intensive, low 
wage industries to medium and hi-technology industries and service sectors.  

 

                                                
4 The optimum recipe could be considered for some Government Decree on Vocational Training Strategy for 
Rural Labor which recently been promulgated such as 1956/QDD-TTg (27/11/2009); 10/2009/TTLT-BKH-
BTC (30/10/2009); 04/2010/TTLT-BQP-BTC (14/02/2010); 664/LDDTBXH-TCDN (09/03/2010). 
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The Appendix

Table 1 Sector activity level under Mode I and II

Code69 Description Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 2

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 1.0123         1.0082         1.1730         1.1452        

2 Animal husbandry 1.0117         1.0078         1.1634         1.1372        

3 Forestry 1.0208         1.0139         1.2917         1.2449        

4 Fishing 1.0064         1.0042         1.0893         1.0750        

5 Coal 1.0308         1.0205         1.4319         1.3612        

6 Mineral mining 1.0228         1.0152         1.3190         1.1749        

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 1.0162         1.0108         1.2265         1.1871        

8 Other none-metallic minerals 1.0473         1.0315         1.6621         1.5552        

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 1.0102         1.0068         1.1434         1.1202        

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 1.0186         1.0124         1.2604         1.2187        

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 1.0030         1.0020         1.0422         1.0354        

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 1.0108         1.0072         1.1509         1.1267        

13 Sugar, refined 1.0175         1.0117         1.2457         1.2063        

14 Coffee, processed 1.0046         1.0031         1.0647         1.0544        

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 1.0140         1.0093         1.1959         1.1646        

16 Processed seafood and by-products 1.0039         1.0026         1.0543         1.0456        

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 1.0041         1.0027         1.0578         1.0485        

18 Glass and glass producs 1.0538         1.0358         1.7537         1.6322        

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 1.0133         1.0089         1.1868         1.1558        

20 Other construction materials 1.0101         1.0067         1.1409         1.1167        

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 1.0303         1.0202         1.4248         1.3560        

22 Processed wood and wood products 1.0069         1.0046         1.0961         1.0806        

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 1.1164         1.0775         2.6312         2.3688        

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 1.0699         1.0465         1.9789         1.8216        

25 Health medicine 1.0430         1.0286         1.6019         1.5055        

26 Processed rubber and by-products 1.0146         1.0097         1.2042         1.1712        

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, 1.0304         1.0202         1.4260         1.3572        

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 1.1270         1.0846         2.7800         2.4945        

29 Plastic products 1.0276         1.0184         1.3864         1.3244        

30 Medical equipment 1.0369         1.0246         1.5175         1.4346        

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 1.1944         1.1294         3.7243         3.2874        

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 1.0163         1.0108         1.2280         1.1913        

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 1.0084         1.0056         1.1179         1.0990        

34 General-purpose machinery 1.0231         1.0154         1.3243         1.2722        

35 Special -purpose machinery 1.1078         1.0717         2.5100         2.2678        

36 Means of transportation 1.1200         1.0799         2.6811         2.4121        

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 1.0287         1.0191         1.4023         1.3379        

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 1.0180         1.0120         1.2522         1.2116        

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 1.0286         1.0191         1.4010         1.3368        

40 Ferrous metal and products 1.1336         1.0889         2.8722         2.5687        

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 1.0143         1.0095         1.2005         1.1682        

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 1.0258         1.0172         1.3619         1.3039        

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 1.0059         1.0039         1.0822         1.0690        

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 1.0387         1.0258         1.5422         1.4553        

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 1.0062         1.0041         1.0863         1.0725        

46 Other industry 1.0181         1.0120         1.2535         1.2127        

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 1.0157         1.0105         1.2200         1.1844        

48 Petroleum, natural gas 3.6668         2.7752         38.3665       32.3312      

49 Electricity and gasoline 1.0223         1.0149         1.3127         1.2623        

50 Water 1.0175         1.0117         1.2456         1.2059        

51 Construction 1.0150         1.0100         1.2095         1.1749        

52 Trade 1.0177         1.0118         1.2484         1.2084        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 1.0191         1.0127         1.2675         1.2243        

54 Hotels 1.0175         1.0117         1.2452         1.2057        

55 Restaurants 1.0138         1.0092         1.1936         1.1625        

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 1.0200         1.0133         1.2798         1.2347        

57 Water transport 1.0238         1.0158         1.3334         1.2797        

58 Airline transport 1.0227         1.0151         1.3184         1.2673        

59 Communication services 1.0159         1.0106         1.2231         1.1871        

60 Tourism 1.0247         1.0164         1.3460         1.2904        

61 Banking, credit, treasury 1.0247         1.0165         1.3465         1.2908        

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 1.0181         1.0120         1.2536         1.2130        

63 Science and technology 1.0208         1.0138         1.2911         1.2443        

64 Real estate 1.0165         1.0110         1.2316         1.1944        

65 Business and consultancy services 1.0203         1.0135         1.2838         1.2379        

66 Education 1.0179         1.0119         1.2514         1.2111        

67 Health 1.0162         1.0108         1.2270         1.1907        

68 Culture and sport 1.0187         1.0125         1.2625         1.2204        

69 Other public and persional services 1.0152         1.0101         1.2124         1.1749        

The optimal activity levels of DFD 1.0149         1.0099         1.2082         1.1749        

Mode I Mode II



Table 2 Sector activity levels under mode II, scenario 1 

Code69 Description 1 2 3 4 5

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               66.91          

2 Animal husbandry ‐               ‐               ‐               4.13             ‐              

3 Forestry ‐               ‐               ‐               26.61           ‐              

4 Fishing 3.86             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

5 Coal 1.99             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

6 Mineral mining ‐               3.14             ‐               ‐               ‐              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel ‐               3.78             ‐               ‐               ‐              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 3.29             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) ‐               ‐               16,022.08   ‐               ‐              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff ‐               16.87           ‐               ‐               ‐              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               5.97            

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               5.46            

13 Sugar, refined ‐               ‐               2.11             ‐               ‐              

14 Coffee, processed 122.55         ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products ‐               2.49             ‐               ‐               ‐              

16 Processed seafood and by-products ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               54.47          

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 8.39             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

18 Glass and glass producs ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               5.79            

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title ‐               ‐               ‐               14.19           ‐              

20 Other construction materials ‐               ‐               ‐               5.95             ‐              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               122.45        

22 Processed wood and wood products ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               19.89          

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               9.80            

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine ‐               ‐               6.60             ‐               ‐              

25 Health medicine ‐               23.74           ‐               ‐               ‐              

26 Processed rubber and by-products ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               21.19          

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, 30.07           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               3.67            

29 Plastic products ‐               110.76         ‐               ‐               ‐              

30 Medical equipment ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               9.50            

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments ‐               ‐               15.86           ‐               ‐              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) ‐               27.43           ‐               ‐               ‐              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               1.69            

34 General-purpose machinery ‐               ‐               ‐               2.51             ‐              

35 Special -purpose machinery ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               378.20        

36 Means of transportation ‐               36.87           ‐               ‐               ‐              

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) ‐               44.25           ‐               ‐               ‐              

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere ‐               38.57           ‐               ‐               ‐              

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               6.89            

40 Ferrous metal and products ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               19.03          

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments ‐               ‐               ‐               2.08             ‐              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               31.18          

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel ‐               17.34           ‐               ‐               ‐              

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) ‐               138.33         ‐               ‐               ‐              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               11.04          

46 Other industry ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               12.13          

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) ‐               ‐               2.79             ‐               ‐              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 27.39           177.78         ‐               ‐               ‐              

49 Electricity and gasoline ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               1,013.27     

50 Water ‐               ‐               2.62             ‐               ‐              

51 Construction ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               75.32          

52 Trade ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               141.76        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household ‐               677.92         ‐               ‐               ‐              

54 Hotels 41.83           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

55 Restaurants ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               19.56          

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               13.97          

57 Water transport ‐               ‐               ‐               32.90           ‐              

58 Airline transport ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               17.20          

59 Communication services ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               69.75          

60 Tourism ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               7.50            

61 Banking, credit, treasury ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               41.68          

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy ‐               2.39             ‐               ‐               ‐              

63 Science and technology ‐               ‐               ‐               2.04             ‐              

64 Real estate 61.12           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

65 Business and consultancy services ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               18.31          

66 Education ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               8.58            

67 Health ‐               ‐               1.40             ‐               ‐              

68 Culture and sport 9.49             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

69 Other public and persional services ‐               ‐               ‐               16.27           ‐              

Type of ownership



41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments ‐               ‐               ‐               2.03             ‐              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               29.86          

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel ‐               17.13           ‐               ‐               ‐              

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) ‐               130.54         ‐               ‐               ‐              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               10.90          

46 Other industry ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               11.74          

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) ‐               ‐               2.70             ‐               ‐              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 45.14           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

49 Electricity and gasoline ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               974.40        

50 Water ‐               ‐               2.53             ‐               ‐              

51 Construction 1.17             1.17             1.17             1.17             1.17            

52 Trade ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               137.23        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household ‐               654.83         ‐               ‐               ‐              

54 Hotels 40.50           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

55 Restaurants ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               19.05          

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               13.48          

57 Water transport ‐               ‐               ‐               31.58           ‐              

58 Airline transport ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               16.54          

59 Communication services ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               67.70          

60 Tourism ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               7.20            

61 Banking, credit, treasury ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               39.96          

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy ‐               2.32             ‐               ‐               ‐              

63 Science and technology ‐               ‐               ‐               1.97             ‐              

64 Real estate 59.28           ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

65 Business and consultancy services ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               17.66          

66 Education ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐               8.31            

67 Health ‐               ‐               1.36             ‐               ‐              

68 Culture and sport 9.17             ‐               ‐               ‐               ‐              

69 Other public and persional services ‐               1.17             1.17             1.17             1.17            



Table 4 Factor shadow prices 

Description Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Labour wage (unit: VND million/thousand person)

State_central owned 522.659           

Unskilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,782.451       

Medium-skilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,781.992       

High-skilled labour ‐                    56,029              3,781.506       

State_local owned 522.659           

Unskilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,782.451       

Medium-skilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,781.992       

High-skilled labour ‐                    56,029              3,781.506       

Private owned 522.659           

Unskilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,782.451       

Medium-skilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,781.992       

High-skilled labour ‐                    56,029              3,781.506       

Foreign owned 522.659           

Unskilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,782.451       

Medium-skilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,781.992       

High-skilled labour ‐                    56,029              3,781.506       

Join-venture owned 522.659           

Unskilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,782.451       

Medium-skilled labour ‐                    ‐                    3,781.992       

High-skilled labour ‐                    56,029              3,781.506       

Capital stock rate of return (unit: %)

State_central owned 8.14% 0.00% 11.33% 11.00%

State_local owned 8.14% 0.00% 11.33% 11.00%

Private owned 8.14% 0.00% 11.33% 11.00%

Foreign owned 8.14% 0.00% 11.33% 11.00%

Join-venture owned 8.14% 0.00% 11.33% 11.00%

Mode I Mode II



Table 5 Total of physiscal job creation by sector 

Code69 Description Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 2

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 13.339               8.880                 186.907            156.922           

2 Animal husbandry 2.797                 1.862                 39.191               32.915              

3 Forestry 2.449                 1.630                 34.312               28.803              

4 Fishing 1.422                 0.947                 19.928               16.738              

5 Coal 21.485               14.302               301.047            251.759           

6 Mineral mining 2.433                 1.620                 34.096               18.691              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 5.018                 3.340                 70.307               58.094              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 5.571                 3.709                 78.065               65.457              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 0.566                 0.377                 7.934                 6.650                

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 6.010                 4.001                 84.212               70.732              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 1.313                 0.874                 18.395               15.450              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 2.807                 1.868                 39.328               33.031              

13 Sugar, refined 2.325                 1.548                 32.582               27.357              

14 Coffee, processed 0.045                 0.030                 0.637                 0.535                

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 1.415                 0.942                 19.826               16.654              

16 Processed seafood and by-products 4.660                 3.102                 65.296               54.837              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 2.610                 1.737                 36.572               30.691              

18 Glass and glass producs 3.955                 2.633                 55.416               46.484              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 19.942               13.275               279.420            233.082           

20 Other construction materials 1.463                 0.974                 20.493               16.980              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 16.530               11.004               231.623            194.108           

22 Processed wood and wood products 18.252               12.150               255.749            214.488           

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 4.824                 3.211                 67.596               56.721              

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 9.196                 6.122                 128.855            108.157           

25 Health medicine 8.797                 5.856                 123.259            103.521           

26 Processed rubber and by-products 3.047                 2.028                 42.691               35.806              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 8.727                 5.810                 122.288            102.539           

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 1.865                 1.241                 26.128               21.936              

29 Plastic products 22.342               14.873               313.054            262.784           

30 Medical equipment 1.664                 1.108                 23.319               19.583              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 9.372                 6.239                 131.322            110.260           

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 1.052                 0.700                 14.738               12.367              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 2.582                 1.719                 36.177               30.382              

34 General-purpose machinery 4.719                 3.141                 66.120               55.508              

35 Special -purpose machinery 12.433               8.277                 174.214            146.278           

36 Means of transportation 37.680               25.083               527.965            443.492           

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 12.716               8.465                 178.180            149.653           

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 13.626               9.070                 190.923            160.205           

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 13.425               8.937                 188.108            157.961           

40 Ferrous metal and products 195.121            129.888            2,734.010         2,290.834        

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 0.831                 0.553                 11.646               9.768                

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 21.098               14.045               295.628            248.258           

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 28.811               19.179               403.701            338.971           

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 13.436               8.944                 188.271            158.116           

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 27.096               18.037               379.667            318.783           

46 Other industry 15.899               10.584               222.775            186.914           

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 5.555                 3.698                 77.842               65.251              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 996.429            663.304            13,961.847       11,706.782      

49 Electricity and gasoline 19.267               12.826               269.974            226.492           

50 Water 4.127                 2.747                 57.823               48.484              

51 Construction 106.132            70.650               1,487.105         1,241.468        

52 Trade 90.973               60.559               1,274.710         1,069.607        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 3.679                 2.449                 51.551               43.232              

54 Hotels 10.281               6.844                 144.050            120.820           

55 Restaurants 5.213                 3.470                 73.044               61.314              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 30.672               20.418               429.773            360.436           

57 Water transport 17.534               11.672               245.678            206.156           

58 Airline transport 1.023                 0.681                 14.340               12.040              

59 Communication services 16.448               10.949               230.471            193.303           

60 Tourism 3.003                 1.999                 42.073               35.321              

61 Banking, credit, treasury 22.084               14.701               309.441            259.699           

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 2.358                 1.570                 33.044               27.746              

63 Science and technology 0.346                 0.230                 4.849                 4.069                

64 Real estate 4.559                 3.035                 63.883               53.635              

65 Business and consultancy services 30.473               20.285               426.985            358.006           

66 Education 2.075                 1.381                 29.068               24.413              

67 Health 1.137                 0.757                 15.933               13.383              

68 Culture and sport 3.396                 2.261                 47.585               39.945              

69 Other public and persional services 4.246                 2.826                 59.492               48.978              

Unit: Thousand of job
Mode I Mode II



Table 6 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 5 types of ownership (Mode 2, Scenario 1)

Code69 Description 1 2 3 4 5

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) (732.611)           (222.295)           (98.677)             (21.884)             326.272           

2 Animal husbandry (9.484)               (167.766)           (48.572)             37.703              (1.968)              

3 Forestry (15.847)             (72.694)             (28.988)             2.643                ‐                    

4 Fishing 2.663                (6.967)               (196.894)           (17.977)             (0.365)              

5 Coal 518.253            (2.728)               (167.327)           (4.044)               ‐                    

6 Mineral mining (6.948)               67.242              (62.808)             (1.530)               (4.228)              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel (2.860)               57.273              (283.093)           (2.827)               (1.014)              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 55.147              ‐                     (92.455)             ‐                     (1.353)              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) (3.974)               ‐                     1,712.609         (0.870)               (50.360)            

10 Processed, preserved food stuff (0.192)               363.096            (233.906)           (35.424)             (31.037)            

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables (3.247)               (36.334)             (355.806)           (27.152)             67.941             

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors (16.337)             (9.311)               (185.850)           (33.488)             70.190             

13 Sugar, refined (9.359)               (18.232)             97.933              (6.377)               (10.310)            

14 Coffee, processed 48.487              (0.620)               (5.193)               (2.530)               (1.105)              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products (55.922)             61.066              (1.316)               ‐                     (2.942)              

16 Processed seafood and by-products (7.217)               (50.898)             (1,053.354)       (72.528)             959.643           

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 177.458            (20.524)             (409.594)           (119.414)           (59.112)            

18 Glass and glass producs (10.096)             ‐                     (42.847)             (11.180)             45.000             

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title (89.160)             (26.356)             (1,223.516)       1,152.684         (69.760)            

20 Other construction materials ‐                     ‐                     (137.584)           15.307              (4.799)              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products (25.394)             (11.254)             (394.152)           (111.022)           416.346           

22 Processed wood and wood products (3.767)               (48.926)             (1,687.513)       (850.039)           1,364.155        

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals (12.190)             (0.446)               (24.546)             (3.469)               6.942               

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine (55.229)             (16.772)             303.363            (3.218)               (2.215)              

25 Health medicine (6.827)               278.893            (156.070)           (20.458)             (9.160)              

26 Processed rubber and by-products ‐                     (16.149)             (104.328)           (81.139)             151.287           

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes,etc. 701.350            (4.029)               (147.061)           (90.487)             (21.335)            

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) ‐                     ‐                     (7.295)               (4.667)               7.250               

29 Plastic products (1.356)               1,155.116         (457.974)           (312.321)           (28.000)            

30 Medical equipment (1.349)               (0.457)               (16.750)             (20.723)             49.153             

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments ‐                     ‐                     117.987            (40.079)             (0.184)              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) ‐                     148.970            (32.010)             (24.859)             (2.149)              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts (2.964)               ‐                     (79.189)             (106.540)           81.915             

34 General-purpose machinery (11.652)             (2.234)               (122.036)           99.098              (2.223)              

35 Special -purpose machinery (11.283)             ‐                     (78.920)             (24.420)             283.640           

36 Means of transportation (39.622)             397.229            (94.442)             (138.484)           (30.440)            

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) (196.750)           653.849            (150.460)           (51.193)             (29.415)            

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere (18.128)             90.572              (189.160)           (518.050)           (29.415)            

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment (3.690)               (1.168)               (62.690)             (362.573)           229.161           

40 Ferrous metal and products (81.198)             (32.412)             (924.005)           (369.028)           968.136           

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments (23.694)             (0.962)               (17.446)             17.298              ‐                    

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) (150.651)           (19.164)             (375.666)           (243.803)           830.322           

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel (19.743)             1,166.678         (2,398.700)       (2,272.414)       (148.285)          

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) ‐                     830.174            (203.835)           (110.089)           (27.281)            

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods ‐                     (126.942)           (1,353.006)       (2,665.265)       2,528.626        

46 Other industry (1.168)               (15.883)             (300.938)           (541.302)           218.106           

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) (53.312)             (50.489)             389.901            (28.615)             (3.063)              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 2,787.370         17,653.603      (157.740)           (3.458)               (6.952)              

49 Electricity and gasoline (647.237)           (9.709)               (199.138)           (6.823)               533.584           

50 Water ‐                     (167.136)           109.719            (0.531)               ‐                    

51 Construction (545.850)           (230.975)           (6,257.970)       (47.278)             1,236.674        

52 Trade (228.543)           (126.268)           (4,703.401)       (52.855)             2,851.208        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household (7.914)               511.513            (181.464)           (2.101)               (0.501)              

54 Hotels 1,102.654         (53.699)             (378.973)           (23.300)             (104.442)          

55 Restaurants (0.240)               (35.379)             (302.055)           (28.048)             214.348           

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport (205.884)           (77.641)             (1,193.062)       (5.153)               704.370           

57 Water transport (244.795)           (28.413)             (421.042)           604.837            (23.761)            

58 Airline transport (34.473)             ‐                     (9.978)               (0.066)               8.542               

59 Communication services (815.250)           (0.888)               (165.333)           (45.424)             420.950           

60 Tourism (9.241)               (5.695)               (100.988)           (0.037)               36.733             

61 Banking, credit, treasury (559.434)           (2.927)               (309.589)           (13.454)             309.053           

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy (21.641)             46.747              (54.134)             (19.794)             (1.165)              

63 Science and technology (0.546)               (0.955)               (12.905)             2.165                (0.173)              

64 Real estate 1,142.592         (31.697)             (174.913)           (9.212)               (41.023)            

65 Business and consultancy services (105.084)           (120.473)           (1,212.561)       (49.973)             284.998           

66 Education ‐                     (0.280)               (101.195)           (9.823)               32.901             

67 Health ‐                     (0.350)               25.197              (6.617)               (0.571)              

68 Culture and sport 146.977            (35.331)             (80.652)             (7.114)               (40.861)            

69 Other public and persional services ‐                     (157.861)           (109.183)           152.319            (3.034)              

Unit: Thousand of job
Type of ownership



Table 7 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 5 types of ownership (Mode 2, Scenario 2)

Code69 Description 1 2 3 4 5

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) (732.611)           (222.295)           (98.677)             (21.884)             318.435           

2 Animal husbandry (9.484)               (167.766)           (48.572)             36.584              (1.968)              

3 Forestry (15.847)             (72.694)             (28.988)             2.544                ‐                    

4 Fishing 2.616                (6.967)               (196.894)           (17.977)             (0.365)              

5 Coal 466.837            (2.728)               (167.327)           (4.044)               ‐                    

6 Mineral mining 1.215                5.485                10.984              (1.530)               0.739               

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel (2.860)               54.774              (283.093)           (2.827)               (1.014)              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 50.049              ‐                     (92.455)             ‐                     (1.353)              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) (3.974)               ‐                     1,455.621         (0.870)               (42.299)            

10 Processed, preserved food stuff (0.192)               350.333            (233.906)           (35.424)             (31.037)            

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables (3.247)               (36.334)             (355.806)           (27.152)             67.412             

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors (16.337)             (9.311)               (185.850)           (33.488)             68.387             

13 Sugar, refined (9.359)               (18.232)             92.041              (6.377)               (10.310)            

14 Coffee, processed 48.011              (0.620)               (5.193)               (2.530)               (1.105)              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products (55.922)             58.390              (1.316)               ‐                     (2.942)              

16 Processed seafood and by-products (7.217)               (50.898)             (1,053.354)       (72.528)             951.574           

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 175.688            (20.524)             (409.594)           (119.414)           (59.112)            

18 Glass and glass producs (10.096)             ‐                     (42.847)             (11.180)             41.231             

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title (89.160)             (26.356)             (1,223.516)       1,120.322         (69.760)            

20 Other construction materials ‐                     ‐                     (137.584)           14.918              (4.799)              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products (25.394)             (11.254)             (394.152)           (111.022)           396.075           

22 Processed wood and wood products (3.767)               (48.926)             (1,687.513)       (850.039)           1,343.847        

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals (12.190)             (0.446)               (24.546)             (3.469)               6.171               

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine (55.229)             (16.772)             (54.201)             (3.218)               40.761             

25 Health medicine (6.827)               261.374            (156.070)           (20.458)             (9.160)              

26 Processed rubber and by-products ‐                     (16.149)             (104.328)           (81.139)             146.945           

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes,etc. (24.126)             (4.029)               (147.061)           (90.487)             72.579             

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) ‐                     ‐                     (7.295)               (4.667)               6.226               

29 Plastic products (1.356)               1,102.947         (457.974)           (312.321)           (28.000)            

30 Medical equipment (1.349)               (0.457)               (16.750)             (20.723)             46.152             

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments ‐                     ‐                     103.213            (40.079)             (0.184)              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) ‐                     144.353            (32.010)             (24.859)             (2.149)              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts (2.964)               ‐                     (79.189)             (106.540)           78.536             

34 General-purpose machinery (11.652)             (2.234)               (122.036)           92.619              (2.223)              

35 Special -purpose machinery (11.283)             ‐                     (78.920)             (24.420)             256.205           

36 Means of transportation (39.622)             356.267            (94.442)             (138.484)           (30.440)            

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) (196.750)           623.124            (150.460)           (51.193)             (29.415)            

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere (18.128)             87.559              (189.160)           (518.050)           (29.415)            

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment (3.690)               (1.168)               (62.690)             (362.573)           216.863           

40 Ferrous metal and products (81.198)             (32.412)             (924.005)           (369.028)           860.169           

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments (23.694)             (0.962)               (17.446)             16.402              ‐                    

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) (150.651)           (19.164)             (375.666)           (243.803)           793.794           

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel (19.743)             1,151.597         (2,398.700)       (2,272.414)       (148.285)          

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) ‐                     783.087            (203.835)           (110.089)           (27.281)            

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods ‐                     (126.942)           (1,353.006)       (2,665.265)       2,493.187        

46 Other industry (1.168)               (15.883)             (300.938)           (541.302)           210.368           

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) (53.312)             (50.489)             372.160            (28.615)             (3.063)              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 4,662.508         (99.864)             (157.740)           (3.458)               (6.952)              

49 Electricity and gasoline (647.237)           (9.709)               (199.138)           (6.823)               513.093           

50 Water ‐                     (167.136)           104.066            (0.531)               ‐                    

51 Construction 95.462              40.394              1,094.433         8.268                2.910               

52 Trade (228.543)           (126.268)           (4,703.401)       (52.855)             2,759.272        

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household (7.914)               494.066            (181.464)           (2.101)               (0.501)              

54 Hotels 1,066.778         (53.699)             (378.973)           (23.300)             (104.442)          

55 Restaurants (0.240)               (35.379)             (302.055)           (28.048)             208.464           

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport (205.884)           (77.641)             (1,193.062)       (5.153)               677.611           

57 Water transport (244.795)           (28.413)             (421.042)           579.748            (23.761)            

58 Airline transport (34.473)             ‐                     (9.978)               (0.066)               8.190               

59 Communication services (815.250)           (0.888)               (165.333)           (45.424)             408.387           

60 Tourism (9.241)               (5.695)               (100.988)           (0.037)               34.985             

61 Banking, credit, treasury (559.434)           (2.927)               (309.589)           (13.454)             295.954           

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy (21.641)             44.142              (54.134)             (19.794)             (1.165)              

63 Science and technology (0.546)               (0.955)               (12.905)             2.011                (0.173)              

64 Real estate 1,107.555         (31.697)             (174.913)           (9.212)               (41.023)            

65 Business and consultancy services (105.084)           (120.473)           (1,212.561)       (49.973)             274.232           

66 Education ‐                     (0.280)               (101.195)           (9.823)               31.703             

67 Health ‐                     (0.350)               22.595              (6.617)               (0.571)              

68 Culture and sport 141.492            (35.331)             (80.652)             (7.114)               (40.861)            

69 Other public and persional services ‐                     27.608              19.095              1.745                0.531               

Unit: Thousand of job
Type of ownership



Table 8 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 3 skill levels (Mode I, Scenario 1)

Code69 Description Unskilled labor Skilled labor Technicians

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 13.135            0.166               0.038              

2 Animal husbandry 2.754               0.035               0.008              

3 Forestry 2.113               0.274               0.062              

4 Fishing 1.387               0.029               0.006              

5 Coal 11.139            7.286               3.059              

6 Mineral mining 1.945               0.405               0.083              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 4.615               0.316               0.087              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 4.138               0.558               0.876              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 0.087               0.145               0.334              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 4.883               0.801               0.326              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 1.067               0.175               0.071              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 2.280               0.374               0.152              

13 Sugar, refined 1.889               0.310               0.126              

14 Coffee, processed 0.037               0.006               0.002              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 1.055               0.266               0.093              

16 Processed seafood and by-products 3.786               0.621               0.253              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 2.121               0.348               0.142              

18 Glass and glass producs 2.882               0.776               0.297              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 14.530            3.913               1.499              

20 Other construction materials 1.066               0.287               0.110              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 10.362            4.029               2.140              

22 Processed wood and wood products 16.592            1.290               0.370              

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 1.896               1.514               1.414              

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 3.614               2.886               2.696              

25 Health medicine 3.457               2.760               2.579              

26 Processed rubber and by-products 2.067               0.656               0.324              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 3.430               2.739               2.559              

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 1.265               0.401               0.198              

29 Plastic products 15.159            4.809               2.374              

30 Medical equipment 0.660               0.609               0.395              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 3.719               3.429               2.225              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 0.714               0.271               0.066              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 0.905               1.233               0.444              

34 General-purpose machinery 2.140               1.922               0.656              

35 Special -purpose machinery 5.640               5.065               1.729              

36 Means of transportation 16.847            14.734            6.099              

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 6.152               4.705               1.859              

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 6.043               5.065               2.518              

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 4.466               4.591               4.368              

40 Ferrous metal and products 121.277          56.048            17.796           

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 0.517               0.239               0.076              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 15.180            5.127               0.791              

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 20.729            7.002               1.080              

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 9.667               3.265               0.504              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 20.064            6.408               0.624              

46 Other industry 13.523            2.238               0.138              

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 3.213               1.735               0.607              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 277.735          474.497          244.196         

49 Electricity and gasoline 5.370               9.175               4.722              

50 Water 1.502               2.050               0.574              

51 Construction 87.397            12.699            6.036              

52 Trade 80.444            7.250               3.279              

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 2.606               0.878               0.194              

54 Hotels 8.430               1.276               0.575              

55 Restaurants 4.275               0.647               0.292              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 22.981            6.883               0.808              

57 Water transport 12.310            2.464               2.760              

58 Airline transport 0.153               0.208               0.663              

59 Communication services 3.429               7.058               5.961              

60 Tourism 1.873               0.591               0.539              

61 Banking, credit, treasury 3.402               3.875               14.807           

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 0.456               0.873               1.030              

63 Science and technology 0.034               0.052               0.260              

64 Real estate 2.684               0.885               0.990              

65 Business and consultancy services 9.072               8.851               12.550           

66 Education 0.188               0.544               1.342              

67 Health 0.233               0.563               0.341              

68 Culture and sport 1.169               1.004               1.223              

69 Other public and persional services 3.858               0.339               0.049              

Unit: Thousand of job
Level of skilled labor



Table 9 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 3 skill levels (Mode I, Scenario 2)

Code69 Description Unskilled labor Skilled labor Technicians

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 8.744               0.110               0.025              

2 Animal husbandry 1.833               0.023               0.005              

3 Forestry 1.407               0.182               0.041              

4 Fishing 0.923               0.019               0.004              

5 Coal 7.415               4.850               2.036              

6 Mineral mining 1.295               0.270               0.055              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 3.072               0.211               0.058              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 2.754               0.371               0.583              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 0.058               0.097               0.222              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 3.251               0.533               0.217              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 0.710               0.116               0.047              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 1.518               0.249               0.101              

13 Sugar, refined 1.258               0.206               0.084              

14 Coffee, processed 0.025               0.004               0.002              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 0.702               0.177               0.062              

16 Processed seafood and by-products 2.520               0.413               0.168              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 1.412               0.232               0.094              

18 Glass and glass producs 1.918               0.517               0.198              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 9.672               2.605               0.998              

20 Other construction materials 0.709               0.191               0.073              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 6.898               2.682               1.424              

22 Processed wood and wood products 11.045            0.859               0.247              

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 1.262               1.008               0.942              

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 2.406               1.921               1.795              

25 Health medicine 2.301               1.838               1.717              

26 Processed rubber and by-products 1.376               0.437               0.216              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 2.283               1.823               1.703              

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 0.842               0.267               0.132              

29 Plastic products 10.091            3.202               1.580              

30 Medical equipment 0.440               0.405               0.263              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 2.475               2.282               1.481              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 0.475               0.181               0.044              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 0.603               0.821               0.296              

34 General-purpose machinery 1.425               1.280               0.437              

35 Special -purpose machinery 3.754               3.371               1.151              

36 Means of transportation 11.215            9.808               4.060              

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 4.096               3.132               1.238              

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 4.023               3.371               1.676              

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 2.973               3.056               2.908              

40 Ferrous metal and products 80.732            37.310            11.846           

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 0.344               0.159               0.050              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 10.105            3.413               0.527              

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 13.799            4.661               0.719              

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 6.435               2.174               0.335              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 13.356            4.266               0.415              

46 Other industry 9.002               1.490               0.092              

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 2.139               1.155               0.404              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 184.883          315.864          162.557         

49 Electricity and gasoline 3.575               6.108               3.143              

50 Water 1.000               1.365               0.382              

51 Construction 58.179            8.453               4.018              

52 Trade 53.550            4.826               2.183              

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 1.735               0.585               0.129              

54 Hotels 5.612               0.849               0.383              

55 Restaurants 2.846               0.431               0.194              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 15.298            4.582               0.538              

57 Water transport 8.194               1.640               1.837              

58 Airline transport 0.102               0.138               0.441              

59 Communication services 2.283               4.698               3.968              

60 Tourism 1.247               0.393               0.359              

61 Banking, credit, treasury 2.265               2.579               9.857              

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 0.303               0.581               0.685              

63 Science and technology 0.023               0.035               0.173              

64 Real estate 1.787               0.589               0.659              

65 Business and consultancy services 6.039               5.892               8.354              

66 Education 0.125               0.362               0.894              

67 Health 0.155               0.375               0.227              

68 Culture and sport 0.778               0.668               0.814              

69 Other public and persional services 2.568               0.226               0.032              

Unit: Thousand of job
Level of skilled labor



Table 10 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 3 skill levels (Mode 2, Scenario 1)

Code69 Description Unskilled labor Skilled labor Technicians

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 184.051          2.324               0.532              

2 Animal husbandry 38.592            0.487               0.112              

3 Forestry 29.610            3.838               0.864              

4 Fishing 19.434            0.406               0.089              

5 Coal 156.085          102.097          42.866           

6 Mineral mining 27.253            5.682               1.161              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 64.662            4.432               1.214              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 57.976            7.818               12.271           

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 1.219               2.035               4.680              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 68.421            11.224            4.566              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 14.946            2.452               0.998              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 31.954            5.242               2.133              

13 Sugar, refined 26.473            4.343               1.767              

14 Coffee, processed 0.518               0.085               0.035              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 14.784            3.733               1.308              

16 Processed seafood and by-products 53.052            8.703               3.541              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 29.715            4.874               1.983              

18 Glass and glass producs 40.377            10.875            4.164              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 203.589          54.834            20.997           

20 Other construction materials 14.932            4.022               1.540              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 145.186          56.455            29.982           

22 Processed wood and wood products 232.482          18.077            5.190              

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 26.566            21.212            19.818           

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 50.641            40.435            37.779           

25 Health medicine 48.442            38.679            36.138           

26 Processed rubber and by-products 28.965            9.190               4.536              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 48.060            38.375            35.853           

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 17.727            5.624               2.776              

29 Plastic products 212.401          67.390            33.263           

30 Medical equipment 9.252               8.531               5.536              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 52.103            48.043            31.176           

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 10.004            3.804               0.930              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 12.684            17.272            6.221              

34 General-purpose machinery 29.992            26.934            9.194              

35 Special -purpose machinery 79.024            70.966            24.225           

36 Means of transportation 236.056          206.450          85.460           

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 86.208            65.920            26.053           

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 84.681            70.965            35.278           

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 62.573            64.331            61.204           

40 Ferrous metal and products 1,699.315       785.341          249.354         

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 7.239               3.345               1.062              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 212.700          71.842            11.086           

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 290.457          98.105            15.138           

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 135.458          45.753            7.060              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 281.135          89.788            8.744              

46 Other industry 189.482          31.359            1.934              

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 45.027            24.314            8.501              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 3,891.597       6,648.601       3,421.649      

49 Electricity and gasoline 75.250            128.561          66.163           

50 Water 21.046            28.728            8.049              

51 Construction 1,224.603       177.931          84.571           

52 Trade 1,127.169       101.590          45.951           

53
Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 
appliances 36.517            12.309            2.725              

54 Hotels 118.120          17.874            8.057              

55 Restaurants 59.895            9.063               4.085              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 322.010          96.440            11.322           

57 Water transport 172.486          34.522            38.671           

58 Airline transport 2.141               2.915               9.284              

59 Communication services 48.049            98.892            83.530           

60 Tourism 26.247            8.276               7.550              

61 Banking, credit, treasury 47.674            54.293            207.474         

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 6.385               12.232            14.426           

63 Science and technology 0.480               0.732               3.636              

64 Real estate 37.606            12.401            13.875           

65 Business and consultancy services 127.112          124.025          175.848         

66 Education 2.633               7.624               18.811           

67 Health 3.266               7.891               4.776              

68 Culture and sport 16.374            14.069            17.142           

69 Other public and persional services 54.064            4.747               0.680              

Unit: Thousand of job
Level of skilled labor



Table 11 Job creation ‐ 69 sectors 3 skill levels (Mode 2, Scenario 2)

Code69 Description Unskilled labor Skilled labor Technicians

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 154.523          1.951               0.447              

2 Animal husbandry 32.412            0.409               0.094              

3 Forestry 24.856            3.222               0.726              

4 Fishing 16.323            0.341               0.075              

5 Coal 130.531          85.381            35.848           

6 Mineral mining 14.940            3.115               0.637              

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 53.429            3.662               1.003              

8 Other none-metallic minerals 48.612            6.555               10.289           

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 1.022               1.706               3.922              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 57.469            9.427               3.836              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 12.553            2.059               0.838              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 26.838            4.402               1.791              

13 Sugar, refined 22.227            3.646               1.483              

14 Coffee, processed 0.435               0.071               0.029              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 12.419            3.136               1.099              

16 Processed seafood and by-products 44.554            7.309               2.974              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 24.936            4.091               1.664              

18 Glass and glass producs 33.869            9.122               3.493              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 169.827          45.741            17.515           

20 Other construction materials 12.372            3.332               1.276              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 121.671          47.311            25.126           

22 Processed wood and wood products 194.975          15.161            4.353              

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 22.292            17.799            16.630           

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 42.507            33.940            31.710           

25 Health medicine 40.685            32.486            30.351           

26 Processed rubber and by-products 24.293            7.708               3.804              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 40.299            32.177            30.063           

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 14.883            4.722               2.331              

29 Plastic products 178.293          56.568            27.922           

30 Medical equipment 7.770               7.164               4.649              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 43.747            40.337            26.176           

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 8.394               3.192               0.781              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 10.652            14.505            5.225              

34 General-purpose machinery 25.178            22.611            7.718              

35 Special -purpose machinery 66.352            59.586            20.340           

36 Means of transportation 198.287          173.419          71.786           

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 72.406            55.365            21.882           

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 71.056            59.547            29.602           

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 52.545            54.021            51.395           

40 Ferrous metal and products 1,423.861       658.039          208.935         

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 6.072               2.806               0.891              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 178.618          60.331            9.309              

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 243.885          82.375            12.711           

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 113.762          38.425            5.929              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 236.052          75.389            7.342              

46 Other industry 158.980          26.311            1.623              

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 37.744            20.381            7.126              

48 Petroleum, natural gas 3,263.041       5,574.744       2,868.997      

49 Electricity and gasoline 63.130            107.855          55.507           

50 Water 17.647            24.088            6.749              

51 Construction 1,022.325       148.541          70.602           

52 Trade 945.806          85.244            38.557           

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 30.624            10.322            2.285              

54 Hotels 99.071            14.991            6.758              

55 Restaurants 50.277            7.608               3.429              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 270.059          80.881            9.496              

57 Water transport 144.737          28.968            32.450           

58 Airline transport 1.797               2.447               7.795              

59 Communication services 40.300            82.943            70.059           

60 Tourism 22.034            6.948               6.339              

61 Banking, credit, treasury 40.010            45.565            174.124         

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 5.362               10.271            12.113           

63 Science and technology 0.403               0.614               3.052              

64 Real estate 31.574            10.412            11.649           

65 Business and consultancy services 106.577          103.989          147.440         

66 Education 2.211               6.403               15.798           

67 Health 2.743               6.628               4.012              

68 Culture and sport 13.745            11.810            14.389           

69 Other public and persional services 44.509            3.908               0.560              

Level of skilled labor
Unit: Thousand of job



Table 12 Change in Household Expenditure

Code69 Description Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 2

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 0.0149               0.0099               (2)                       (2)                      

2 Animal husbandry 0.0149               0.0099               (2)                       (2)                      

3 Forestry 0.0149               0.0099               (28)                     (24)                    

4 Fishing 0.0149               0.0099               (2)                       (2)                      

5 Coal 0.0149               0.0099               (637)                   (627)                  

6 Mineral mining          .           . 

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 0.0149               0.0099               48                      40                     

8 Other none-metallic minerals 0.0149               0.0099               326                    288                   

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 0.0149               0.0099               (13)                     (14)                    

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 0.0149               0.0099               (1)                       (1)                      

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 0.0149               0.0099               (7)                       (7)                      

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 0.0149               0.0099               (3)                       (3)                      

13 Sugar, refined 0.0149               0.0099               (20)                     (20)                    

14 Coffee, processed 0.0149               0.0099               167                    161                   

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 0.0149               0.0099               3                         3                        

16 Processed seafood and by-products 0.0149               0.0099               (5)                       (5)                      

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 0.0149               0.0099               12                      12                     

18 Glass and glass producs 0.0149               0.0099               2,361                 2,007                

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 0.0149               0.0099               9                         8                        

20 Other construction materials 0.0149               0.0099               83                      71                     

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 0.0149               0.0099               (114)                   (97)                    

22 Processed wood and wood products 0.0149               0.0099               (550)                   (468)                  

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 0.0149               0.0099               (76)                     (65)                    

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine          .           . 

25 Health medicine 0.0149               0.0099               (18)                     (16)                    

26 Processed rubber and by-products 0.0149               0.0099               2,065                 1,747                

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, 0.0149               0.0099               (463)                   (393)                  

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 0.0149               0.0099               (53)                     (45)                    

29 Plastic products 0.0149               0.0099               (8,323)                (7,060)               

30 Medical equipment 0.0149               0.0099               (7)                       (6)                      

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 0.0149               0.0099               (746)                   (634)                  

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 0.0149               0.0099               (68)                     (58)                    

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 0.0149               0.0099               (50)                     (42)                    

34 General-purpose machinery 0.0149               0.0099               (11,303)             (9,608)               

35 Special -purpose machinery 0.0149               0.0099               (120)                   (102)                  

36 Means of transportation 0.0149               0.0099               (127)                   (108)                  

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 0.0149               0.0099               13,800               11,729              

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 0.0149               0.0099               (469)                   (399)                  

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 0.0149               0.0099               (42)                     (36)                    

40 Ferrous metal and products 0.0149               0.0099               85,865               72,953              

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 0.0149               0.0099               2,303                 1,958                

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 0.0149               0.0099               (130)                   (110)                  

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 0.0149               0.0099               (13)                     (11)                    

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 0.0149               0.0099               (271)                   (231)                  

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 0.0149               0.0099               (235)                   (200)                  

46 Other industry 0.0149               0.0099               745                    633                   

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 0.0149               0.0099               (28)                     (25)                    

48 Petroleum, natural gas 0.0149               0.0099               (189)                   (161)                  

49 Electricity and gasoline 0.0149               0.0099               (267)                   (228)                  

50 Water 0.0149               0.0099               (1,908)                (1,622)               

51 Construction 0.0149               0.0099               (4)                       (4)                      

52 Trade 0.0149               0.0099               (394)                   (335)                  

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 0.0149               0.0099               (384)                   (330)                  

54 Hotels 0.0149               0.0099               (56)                     (49)                    

55 Restaurants 0.0149               0.0099               (15)                     (13)                    

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 0.0149               0.0099               (313)                   (268)                  

57 Water transport 0.0149               0.0099               (263)                   (224)                  

58 Airline transport 0.0149               0.0099               (61)                     (52)                    

59 Communication services 0.0149               0.0099               216                    219                   

60 Tourism 0.0149               0.0099               (4)                       (4)                      

61 Banking, credit, treasury 0.0149               0.0099               (61)                     (52)                    

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 0.0149               0.0099               (46)                     (40)                    

63 Science and technology 0.0149               0.0099               (254)                   (217)                  

64 Real estate 0.0149               0.0099               (16)                     (15)                    

65 Business and consultancy services 0.0149               0.0099               (313)                   (267)                  

66 Education 0.0149               0.0099               (7)                       (6)                      

67 Health 0.0149               0.0099               (3)                       (3)                      

68 Culture and sport 0.0149               0.0099               (4)                       (4)                      

69 Other public and persional services 0.0149               0.0099               (4)                       (3)                      

Mode I Mode II



Table 13 Sector activity level under Close Economy Mode 1 (scenario 3); Open Economy Mode I and II (scenario 1) 

Close Economy 
Mode I

Open Economy            
Mode I

Open Economy            
Mode II

Code69 Description Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 1

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) 1.0082                 ‐                         ‐                       

2 Animal husbandry 1.0078                 ‐                         ‐                       

3 Forestry 1.0139                 ‐                         218.7375            

4 Fishing 1.0042                 ‐                         315.5840            

5 Coal 1.0205                 ‐                         ‐                       

6 Mineral mining 1.0152                 4.1733                   6.8575                

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel 1.0108                 ‐                         ‐                       

8 Other none-metallic minerals 1.0315                 ‐                         ‐                       

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) 1.0068                 5.4289                   7.3199                

10 Processed, preserved food stuff 1.0124                 ‐                         ‐                       

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables 1.0020                 ‐                         ‐                       

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors 1.0072                 ‐                         ‐                       

13 Sugar, refined 1.0117                 ‐                         ‐                       

14 Coffee, processed 1.0031                 ‐                         ‐                       

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products 1.0093                 ‐                         ‐                       

16 Processed seafood and by-products 1.0026                 ‐                         ‐                       

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) 1.0027                 ‐                         ‐                       

18 Glass and glass producs 1.0358                 ‐                         ‐                       

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title 1.0089                 ‐                         ‐                       

20 Other construction materials 1.0067                 ‐                         ‐                       

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products 1.0202                 ‐                         ‐                       

22 Processed wood and wood products 1.0046                 ‐                         ‐                       

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals 1.0775                 ‐                         ‐                       

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine 1.0465                 ‐                         ‐                       

25 Health medicine 1.0286                 ‐                         ‐                       

26 Processed rubber and by-products 1.0097                 ‐                         ‐                       

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) 1.0202                 ‐                         ‐                       

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) 1.0846                 ‐                         ‐                       

29 Plastic products 1.0184                 ‐                         ‐                       

30 Medical equipment 1.0246                 ‐                         ‐                       

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments 1.1294                 ‐                         ‐                       

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) 1.0108                 ‐                         ‐                       

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts 1.0056                 ‐                         ‐                       

34 General-purpose machinery 1.0154                 ‐                         ‐                       

35 Special -purpose machinery 1.0717                 ‐                         ‐                       

36 Means of transportation 1.0799                 ‐                         ‐                       

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) 1.0191                 ‐                         ‐                       

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere 1.0120                 ‐                         ‐                       

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment 1.0191                 ‐                         ‐                       

40 Ferrous metal and products 1.0889                 ‐                         ‐                       

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments 1.0095                 51.0617                ‐                       

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) 1.0172                 ‐                         ‐                       

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 1.0039                 ‐                         ‐                       

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) 1.0258                 ‐                         ‐                       

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods 1.0041                 ‐                         ‐                       

46 Other industry 1.0120                 ‐                         ‐                       

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) 1.0105                 ‐                         ‐                       

48 Petroleum, natural gas 2.7752                 ‐                         ‐                       

49 Electricity and gasoline 1.0149                 ‐                         ‐                       

50 Water 1.0117                 ‐                         ‐                       

51 Construction 1.0100                 4.1733                   6.8575                

52 Trade 1.0118                 ‐                         ‐                       

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household 1.0127                 ‐                         ‐                       

54 Hotels 1.0117                 ‐                         ‐                       

55 Restaurants 1.0092                 ‐                         ‐                       

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport 1.0133                 ‐                         ‐                       

57 Water transport 1.0158                 ‐                         ‐                       

58 Airline transport 1.0151                 ‐                         ‐                       

59 Communication services 1.0106                 ‐                         ‐                       

60 Tourism 1.0164                 ‐                         ‐                       

61 Banking, credit, treasury 1.0165                 ‐                         ‐                       

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy 1.0120                 ‐                         ‐                       

63 Science and technology 1.0138                 1,105.2129           ‐                       

64 Real estate 1.0110                 ‐                         ‐                       

65 Business and consultancy services 1.0135                 ‐                         ‐                       

66 Education 1.0119                 ‐                         ‐                       

67 Health 1.0108                 ‐                         ‐                       

68 Culture and sport 1.0125                 ‐                         ‐                       

69 Other public and persional services 1.0101                 4.1733                   6.8575                

The optimal activity levels of DFD 1.0099                 4.1733                   6.8575                



Table 14 Sector activity levels under Open Economy Mode II, scenario 1 

Code69 Description 1 2 3 4 5

1 Agriculture (except animal husbandry) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

2 Animal husbandry ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

3 Forestry ‐                  ‐                ‐               4,506.26      ‐              

4 Fishing 1,117.01        ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

5 Coal ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

6 Mineral mining 6.86                6.86              6.86             ‐               6.86            

7 Mining for rocks, stone, sand and gravel ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

8 Other none-metallic minerals ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

9 Crude oil, natural gas (except exploration) ‐                  ‐                ‐               100.72         ‐              

10 Processed, preserved food stuff ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

11 Processed, preserved fruits and vegetables ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

12 Alcohol, beer and liquors ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

13 Sugar, refined ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

14 Coffee, processed ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

15 Cigarettes and other tobacco products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

16 Processed seafood and by-products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

17 Milling and grain products (icl. Tea) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

18 Glass and glass producs ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

19 Cement (all kinds) icl. Ceramics and by products, bricks, title ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

20 Other construction materials ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

21 Paper pulp and paper products and by-products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

22 Processed wood and wood products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

23 Basic organic and inorganic chemicals ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

24 Fertilizer (icld. chemical fertilizer), pesticides and veterinary medicine ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

25 Health medicine ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

26 Processed rubber and by-products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

27 Other chemical products (icl. pesticides, soap, detergents, perfumes, etc.) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

28 Plastics in primary forms (including semi-plastic products) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

29 Plastic products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

30 Medical equipment ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

31 Laboratory equipment, precision instruments ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

32 Metal products (except machines and equipment) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

33 Motor vehicles and spare parts ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

34 General-purpose machinery ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

35 Special -purpose machinery ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

36 Means of transportation ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

37 Means of transportation (icl. bicycles and spare parts) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

38 Electronic, electric equipment not specified elsewhere ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

39 Radio, TV, broadcasting and other communication equipment ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

40 Ferrous metal and products ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

41 Non-Ferrous metal and products except machinery and equipments ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

42 Textile fibres, textile yarn and thread (all kinds) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

43 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

44 Woven fabrics (all kinds) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

45 Products of leather tanneries (excluding garments) and Leather goods ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

46 Other industry ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

47 Products of publishing house (newspapers, periodicals and books) ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

48 Petroleum, natural gas ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

49 Electricity and gasoline ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

50 Water ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

51 Construction 6.86                6.86              6.86             6.86             6.86            

52 Trade ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

53 Repair of small transport means, motorbikes and personal household ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

54 Hotels ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

55 Restaurants ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

56 Road, railroad and pipeline transport ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

57 Water transport ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

58 Airline transport ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

59 Communication services ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

60 Tourism ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

61 Banking, credit, treasury ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

62 Lotto, insurance and retirement subsidy ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

63 Science and technology ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

64 Real estate ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

65 Business and consultancy services ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

66 Education ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

67 Health ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

68 Culture and sport ‐                  ‐                ‐               ‐               ‐              

69 Other public and persional services ‐                  6.86              6.86             6.86             6.86 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